BEFORE USING THIS DEVICE, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY AND CAREFULLY. CORRECT APPLICATION IS VITAL TO THE PROPER FUNCTIONING OF THE DEVICE.

INTENDED USE/INDICATIONS:
Support following Acute ankle Sprains and Chronic instabilities • Prophylactic use.

Ankle brace should be worn with an athletic sock.

APPLICATION INFORMATION:
1. Before application, loosen straps and laces. The ankle must be at a 90° angle while applying the support. While seated at the edge of a chair, place foot in ankle support. Make sure neoprene tongue of support is on the top of the foot area prior to lacing up. Lace up the support like a shoe.
2. For application to the right foot, turn heel out slightly. For left foot, turn heel in slightly. Starting with Strap “A”, wrap over fore foot and then under the arch area of the foot. Secure with pressure-sensitive closures. Trim Strap “A” if necessary.
3. For right foot, rotate heel slightly inward. For left foot, rotate foot slightly outward. Apply Strap “B” over forefoot and then under arch area of foot. Secure with pressure-sensitive closures. Trim Strap “B” if necessary.
4. Wrap circumferential strap around ankle over strap “A” and “B” to secure itself. Ankle support should be snug.

USE AND CARE:
• Hand wash with mild soap in lukewarm water. Rinse thoroughly. AIR DRY.

NOTE: If not rinsed thoroughly, residual soap may cause skin irritation or deteriorate the material.

WARRANTY: DJO, LLC will repair or replace all or part of the unit and its accessories for material or workmanship defects for a period of six months from the date of sale.

WARNINGS: Neoprene supports should not be worn by individuals with known susceptibility to dermatitis or allergies to neoprene by product. Never wear the support over an open wound.

NOTICE: WHILE EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE IN STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNIQUES TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM COMPATIBILITY OF FUNCTION, STRENGTH, DURABILITY AND COMFORT, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT INJURY WILL BE PREVENTED THROUGH THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT.

FOR SINGLE PATIENT USE ONLY